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RANDOM EFFECTS ESTIMATORS
WITH MANY INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES
BY GARY CHAMBERLAIN AND GUIDO IMBENS1

In this paper we propose a new estimatorfor a model with one endogenous regressor and many instrumentalvariables.Our motivationcomes from the recent literature
on the poor propertiesof standardinstrumentalvariablesestimatorswhen the instrumental variablesare weakly correlatedwith the endogenous regressor.Our proposed
estimator puts a random coefficients structureon the relation between the endogenous regressorand the instruments.The varianceof the randomcoefficients is modelled as an unknownparameter.In additionto proposinga new estimator,our analysis
yields new insightsinto the propertiesof the standardtwo-stageleast squares (TSLS)
and limited-informationmaximumlikelihood (LIML)estimatorsin the case with many
weak instruments.We show that in some interesting cases, TSLS and LIML can be
approximatedby maximizingthe random effects likelihood subject to particularconstraints.We show that statisticsbased on comparisonsof the unconstrainedestimates
of these parametersto the implicitTSLS and LIMLrestrictionscan be used to identify
settings when standardlarge sample approximationsto the distributionsof TSLS and
LIML are likely to perform poorly. We also show that with many weak instruments,
LIML confidence intervals are likely to have under-coverage,even though its finite
sample distributionis approximatelycentered at the true value of the parameter.In an
applicationwith real data and simulationsaroundthis data set, the proposedestimator
performsmarkedlybetter than TSLS and LIML,both in terms of coveragerate and in
terms of risk.
KEYWORDS:
Instrumentalvariables, random effects, quasi-likelihood, two-stage
least squares,riskfunction,returnsto schooling.
1. INTRODUCTION
IN THISPAPERwe propose a new estimator for a model with a single endogenous regressor and many instrumental variables. Our motivation comes from the recent literature on the poor properties of standard instrumental variables estimators when the
instrumental variables are weakly correlated with the endogenous regressor. The starting point of this literature is a paper by Angrist and Krueger (1991), henceforth AK,
who report two-stage least squares (TSLS) estimates from a data set characterized by a
combination of a large number of observations and a large number of weak instrumental variables. Bound, Jaeger, and Baker (1995), henceforth BJB, show that even with
such large samples TSLS can lead to extremely misleading confidence intervals. Subsequently researchers have focused on improving inference in these settings. Bekker
(1994) and Staiger and Stock (1997) develop alternative asymptotic distributions for
TSLS and the limited-information maximum likelihood (LIML) estimator. Bekker's
approach is based on increasing the number of instrumental variables along with the
sample size, whereas Staiger and Stock's approach is based on a vanishing correlation
between the instrumental variables and the endogenous variables. Kleibergen (2002)
1TheauthorsthankJoshuaAngrist,SusanAthey, JinyongHahn, TonyLancaster,James Powell, Peter Rossi, and James Stock for helpful comments, and thankAlan Kruegerfor makinghis
data availableto us. Financialsupportwas providedby the National Science Foundation.
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and Moreira (2003) develop new tests for the structuralcoefficientswith improvedfinite sample properties.
Our proposed estimator puts a random coefficients structureon the relation between the endogenous regressor and the instruments.The variance of the random
coefficients is modelled as an unknown parameter.We refer to this estimator as the
random-effectsquasi-maximumlikelihood estimator (REQML).2 Using standardasymptotics(with the numberof observationsgoing to infinity,keeping the numberof instrumentalvariablesfixed), the estimatorhas the same limitingnormal distributionas
LIML and TSLS. However, its finite sample propertieswill differ especiallyin settings
with manyweak instruments.Because REQML is a maximumlikelihood estimatorin
a model with few parameters,inference based on it is likelyto be accurateif the model
is correctlyspecified. Even when the instrumentsare (almost) independent of the endogenous regressor, and the model is (close to) not identified, REQML confidence
intervalsare unlikelyto be misleading.Although in that case asymptoticnormalityof
the structuralcoefficient need not be a good approximationto the finite sample distribution, the likelihood functionwill be flat aroundthe true value of the parameter,and
thus the confidence intervalswill be wide.3
In addition to proposing a new estimator, our analysisyields new insights into the
propertiesof TSLS and LIML in the case with manyweak instruments.We show that
in some interesting cases TSLS and LIML can be approximatedby maximizingthe
random effects likelihood subject to particularconstraints.When the variance of the
first stage coefficients is fixed at a large number, REQML and its standarderror are
approximatelyequal to TSLS and its standarderror. When a particulartransformation of this variance (involvingthe structuralcoefficients and the reduced-formerror
covariancematrix) is fixed at a large value, we recover LIML and its standarderror.
Since we argued that inference based on REQML is likely to be accuratein these settings, this approximationof TSLS and LIML by restricted REQML implies that any
inaccuraciesin asymptotic approximationsof TSLS and LIML must be due to violations of the restrictions.Thus statisticsbased on comparisonsof the unconstrained
estimates of these parametersto the implicitTSLS and LIML restrictionscan be used
to identifysettings when standardlarge sample approximationsto the distributionsof
TSLS and LIML are likely to performpoorly. For TSLS this statisticis closely related
to the concentrationparametersuggested by BJB and Staiger and Stock (1997) as a
valuable diagnostic.For LIML the diagnosticis new. Our results also imply that with
manyweak instrumentsLIML confidence intervalsare likely to have under-coverage.
For TSLS we provide a simple calculation for the approximatebias of its standard
error.
We apply the proposed REQML estimator to data previously analyzed by AK in
their studyof the effect of years of schooling on earningsusing quarterof birth, on its
2The estimator can also be interpretedas the posterior mode in a hierarchicalBayes set up
with a hierarchicalstructurefor the coefficients on the instrumentalvariables and a flat prior
distributionon the hierarchicalparameter(the varianceof the coefficientson the instrumental
variables). In that perspective, the problem with TSLS is that of a flat prior distributionin a
high-dimensionalparameterspace being very informative.
3Note that this argumentdoes not necessarilyapplyto LIMLin our setting,because although
LIMLis maximumlikelihood,it is so in a settingwith manyparameters.
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own and interactedwith year and state of birth, as an instrumentalvariable.Our analysis uses 162,515observationsand 505 instrumentalvariables.The LIML and REQML
estimates of the returnsto schooling are similarfor the AK data, and somewhatlarger
than the TSLS estimate. The REQML confidence intervalis somewhatwider than the
LIML interval;both of these are considerablywider than the TSLS interval.Following
BJB, we also apply the estimatorto a modifiedversion of the AK data with randomly
generated instrumentalvariables.In that case the REQML confidence interval is extremelywide, correctlyindicatingthe lack of informationin the data. The LIML interval, althoughwider than the TSLS interval,is still misleadinglyinformative.Consistent
with our theoretical discussion, the restricted REQML estimates and their standard
errors are very close to TSLS and LIML in both settings. We also evaluate risk functions under data generated accordingto the fixed-effectsmodel using parametervalues
similarto those estimated on the AK data. The risk for the REQML estimatoris generally less than the risk of the LIML estimator. The risk improvementis substantial
when the coefficients on the doubtful instrumentalvariables are all zero. The risk of
the TSLS estimator is very large for some parametervalues. Coverage rates of the
REQML intervalsare very close to the nominalvalue of .95 in all cases. The coverage
rates of the TSLS intervalsare extremelypoor, as low as .00. The LIML intervalshave
better coverage rates than the TSLS intervals,but the coverage rate can still be as low
as .40.
2. THEORY
2.1. TheModel
In this section we set up the basic model and define TSLS and LIML.We shall work
with the following reduced form model:
Y1 = X1 1 + X2 Tl + U1,
Y2 = XI 62 + X2 72 + U2,

(1)UU

- A^(O,
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where Y1 (n x 1) is the endogenous regressor, Y2 (n x 1) is the primaryoutcome,
X1 (n x j) is a set of exogenous regressors, X2 (n x k) is a set of instruments,and
X = (X1 X2) is n x (j + k) with full column rank.All the analysiswill be done conditional on X. The regression coefficients on the instrumentalvariables X2 satisfy a
proportionalityrestriction:
7T1 = f,

7T2 =

fy,

where ,f is k x 1 and y is scalar, so that Y2= X16 + Y1y+ V, with 8 = 62 V = U2- yU1,is the structuralequation of interest.
Considerthe least-squaresregressionstatistics:
y= ( 1
\

T 71
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where Y = (Y1 Y2). Rather than use the full likelihood function, we shall base the
likelihood on the joint distribution of f =- (Tr'1 r2), which is k x 2, and S. This simpli-

fies the analysis,since the likelihoodbased on 1 and S does not depend upon (s1, 62).
it and S are independent with
,T=
(r ),
where

, ?

(

A,T

(X2(2)),

1

S - Wishart(n - j - k,),

' = (1 y) and X2 = (I, X1(X'XX)-'X[)X2.

We divide the set of instrumentalvariables into two subsets, one (small) set of instrumentalvariablesthat are a prioriviewed as more important,and one (large) set of
instrumentalvariablesthat are viewed as potentiallyweak. In applicationssuch as ours
this distinctionmay arisewhen there is a small set of basic instrumentalvariables,and a
potentiallylarge numberof additionalinstrumentalvariablesis generated by interacting this set of basic instrumentalvariableswith functions of the exogenous covariates.
However, this divisionmerely adds generality,and it is not essential for our discussion
that the first set is nonempty. We shall only impose the random coefficients structure
on the second set of instrumentalvariables.Thus partitionX2 and 3:
X2

=- X2l

1t+ X22P2,

where X21 is n x kl, X22 is n x p, /3 is kl x 1, and P2 is p x 1. We are interested in the

case where p is large relative to kl. Before imposing a random coefficients structure,
it is convenient to work with a one-to-one function of ~r,denoted by 7r*,so that the
elements of rT*
correspondingto differentinstrumentsare independent:
r*

(I2
(

F= (
0

F) r where

F12)

F22

is a nonsingular,k x k matrixwith F'F = X2X2. F is partitionedconformablywith /.
~r*and S are independentwith
L
@*.

'r T*-./(O(X*,

),

+ F12P2)

]~*=--=( 1 ))=F=-(Flll
'8P2

\

F228/2

Let Z = ('r*, S). We shall treat Z as the observationwith
Z ={(zi,

Z2): Zi

R2k, Z2 E S}

as the sample space, where S is the set of 2 x 2 positive-definitematrices.The parameter space is
So
our
modl
is {P:

e ;,:}w

E soe
R P for

RP,

/ ES

So our model is {Po: 0 E O} with Z - Po for some 0 = (y, T,/3,
82)
Po = Jf(f 0 /3*, S 0 Ik) x Wishart(n - j - k, S).

e O where
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The (fixed effect) log likelihood function is
(2)

1
= - 2 (n - j) ln[det(2)]

lfe(,Y *,')

-

tr[-l

(S + (1* - 13*/)'(*

-

*'))]

where HI*= FHI,suppressingadditiveterms that do not depend upon (y, 3*,L). Maximizingthis over 0 gives LIML.4We shall also need the log likelihood functionwith 3*
concentratedout:
(3)
where q, =

/;(,

)ln[det(,)]+tr[

)= -2[(n-

l(S+H*'

*)] - '*'I*/I/I

r,
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The TSLS estimatorof y and its standarderrorare
*1
Tr12

(4)

sTSLS =
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se(7TSLs) = [K'(S + fI*'iJ*)K/(nl

*7`)]/2.

2.2. RandomEffectsQuasiMaximumLikelihood
In this section we define the REQML estimator.We shall use the followingfamilyof
distributionsfor the random coefficient /3: {/(0, oalIp): o-' > 0. See an earlier version of this paper, Chamberlainand Imbens (2001), for a discussionof the invariance
propertiesof this choice of distribution.Given a value for o-C,the distributionfor /3 implies a joint distributionfor (Z, /P), which implies a marginaldistributionfor Z, which
is the basis for the random-effectsquasi-likelihoodfunction.Note that in large samples
the randomcoefficients specificationfor P/ will not affect the maximumlikelihood estimates for the remainingparameters (y, 2), so that the asymptoticdistribution(for
a fixed numberof instruments)of the REQML estimator is identical to that of LIML
and TSLS. Only in finite samples, and in particularwith many instruments,will there
be a difference between the three estimators.
Conditionalon $P, S is independentof H* and the distributionof S does not depend
upon Pf. So HI*and S are independentin the marginaldistributionof Z, with
7r* (A

/ )?

A)

S - Wishart(n-j-k,),

where
A=u>(f+'0(0

I 9)+?

)7Ik.

4Maximizingover (l and 42 in the likelihood function for the full model gives a concentrated

likelihoodfunction
likelihood.Theloglikelihoodin (2) differsfromthe log of thisconcentrated
only by replacingn by (n - j).

likelihoodfunctionis givenin theworkingpaperversion,
forthisconcentrated
5Thederivation
andImbens(2001).
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Define 0 = L-1 ,

T

'2-`' , A = (To-i)-

=

. It is convenient to index the parameter

space using (y, 3p,A, Y) instead of (y, /37,o-, Y). Then our log-likelihoodfunction is
(5)

lre(y,/3, A,,)

(n - ) ln[det(2)] - pln[A/(A + 1)] + tr(2-'S)
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Concentratingout /3, the log-likelihoodfunction is6
(6)

l ,;(y, A, Z)

-1

[(n -j)ln[det(,)]

- pln[A/(A + 1)]

+ tr[z -l( s+ f^*)]-

,'i*'P*O/,],

where
p_

Ik
0

0
(A+

A
)-'Ip

The ML estimate of y given (A, L) is obtained from the correspondingeigenvector:
(7)

bl = argmaxb'Hi*'Pl *b/b'b,

where el =(1

0) and e' = (

=
(A, ) e'2b-/ee'bl,

1).

2.3. ComparisonwithLIML
Here we providetwo comparisonswith LIMLthat highlightthe role of A. In this discussionwe assumethat the reducedform covariancematrix2 is known.Even though it
is rare in practicethat X is known,the precisionof the reducedform covariancematrix
is much higher than that of the structuralcoefficients in settings like ours with large
samples and many weak instruments,and the following approximationswill be seen
to provide good guidance to finite sample biases in our application and simulations.
First, consider the constrained REQML given A (and L). As A -O 0, P -- Ik, and the

constrainedREQML equals the LIML estimate of y given L based on maximizing(3).
Next, consider the case in which the random-effectsspecification applies to all of
/3*,so that kl = 0. Then P = (A + 1)- lk. Comparingthe fixed and random effects
concentrated likelihood functions in (3) and (6) respectively,we have lI,(y, A, ) =
(A + 1)-1 lf (y, ,) + h(A, 2), where the additiveterm h(A, 2) does not depend upon y.
So in this case, the REQML estimate of y given (A, L) is identicalto the LIMLestimate
of y given S. In addition,the second derivativewith respect to y of the random-effects
log-likelihoodfunctionequals (A+ 1)-1 times the second derivativewith respect to y of
the fixed-effectsconcentratedlog-likelihoodfunction. Suppose that the standarderror
reported for y is the inverse of the square root of minus the second derivativeof the
6Thederivation
forthisconcentrated
likelihoodfunctionis givenin theworkingpaperversion,
Chamberlain
andImbens(2001).
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concentratedlog-likelihoodfunction,evaluatedat the ML estimate of y. Then if A and
L are given, the REQML standarderror is (A + 1)1/2times the LIML standarderror.
2.4. Comparisonwith TSLS
Here we discuss a link between REQML and TSLS. Considerthe REQML estimate
given (o-p,,):
l*(y, (o)-1,
(o-0, Y) = argmax
y

).

As o-a -- oc, we have P -- Ik. So
lim [/l (, (Tro- ,)

(8)

1
= -pln(T)

+ p ln(o))]

1
+ 2 H'I*I /I,/

f + c(X),

where the additiveterm c(S) does not depend upon y. The limitingobjectivefunction
in (8) differs from the fixed-effectsconcentratedlog-likelihood function in (3) by the
term -pln(r)/2 (ignoring additive terms that do not depend upon y). Consider the
term -p ln(r)/2 = -p ln('

-'I

)/2. It is maximized as a function of y at y = 012/0-11,

which is the population least-squaresvalue correspondingto the coefficient on Y1 in
the least-squaresregressionof Y2on ( Y1 X). The second derivativeat this value is
-Po21/(11

0?22-

012).

Now consider the case where all elements of 3* are equal to zero. Suppose furthermore that p is large. With /* = 0 the probabilitylimit of I7*' I*/p as p -- oo is equal
to X, and the second term in (8) will therefore become flat as a function of y. Thus the
maximumlikelihood estimatorfor y will tend to the argmaxof the first term, -12/011.
Moreover, its large sample variancewill be approximatedby minus the inverse of the
second derivative,(o-11022- 122)/(p'11)
In the same setting, with /3*= 0 and p large, consider TSLS. As p gets large,
p-Vl Vr2/p- r1'7r1 will converge to 0-12/0-1. Now consider the estimator for the
variance of the TSLS estimator: K'K/rTT^*'Tl, which will be approximately equal to
o- )/(p o-I). Hence the TSLS estimator and variance will be close to the
(0-22 122/l

constrainedREQML and its large samplevariancewith 2r0fixed at a large value. Note
that

o-2

is closely related to the concentration parameter /3'X2,X23/(11 = /3*'/3*/(-,

which in our randomeffects setup if kl = 0 has expectationequal topoCr/ora-.BJB and
Staiger and Stock (1997) discuss the value of the concentrationparameteras a diagnostic for poor small sample propertiesof TSLS.
3. APPLICATION
3.1. TheAKData
Our data are a subset of the census data used by AK, containing males born in
either the first or fourth quartersbetween 1930 and 1939.7The sample size is n =
7Forconveniencewe onlyuse the twoquarterswiththe biggestcontrastin the effectof compulsoryschoolinglawson ageat entry.Thisis not essentialfor anyof the analysisthatfollows.
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TABLEI
RETURNSTO SCHOOLINGUSING QUARTEROF BIRTHAS INSTRUMENTAL
VARIABLES

TSLS

Real QOB

.073
(.057,.089)
.059
Random QOB
(.042, .076)

LIML

.094
(.061,.129)
-.330
(-.999, -.149)

- = 103
(PseudoTSLS)

.073
(.057,.088)
.059
(.041, .076)

REQML
A= 10-6
(PseudoLIML)

.094
(.061,.129)
-.330
(-.999, -.149)

unrestricted

.096
(.056,.139)
.220
(-1000, 1000)

Note. Point estimates with (nominal) .95 confidence intervals in parentheses. LIML = limited information maximum likelihood; TSLS = two-stage least squares; REQML = random-effects quasi-maximum-likelihood. The three
versions of the REQML are (i) Pseudo TSLS with -3 = 103 and S = ,, (ii) Pseudo LIML with A = 10-6 and Z = i,
and (iii) unrestricted. The instrumental variables are quarter of birth (QOB) (k1 = 1) and interactions of QOB with
504 indicator variables for state/year cells (p = 504). The data are for males born in either the first or fourth quarters
between 1930 and 1939; n = 162, 515.

162,515. The outcome variable Y2 is the log of weekly earnings in 1979. The treatment variable Yl is years of school completed. The predictor variables X1 consist of
indicator variables based on the individual's state of birth and year of birth. There are
509 state/year cells (fifty states plus the District of Columbia and ten years minus one
empty cell); X1st = 1 if individual s is from state/year cell t, and equals 0 otherwise
(s = 1,..., n; t = 1, ..., 509). X21 consists of a single instrumental variable: X21sequals
1 if individual s was born in the fourth quarter, and equals 0 otherwise, motivated by
AK by compulsory schooling laws. The doubtful instrumental variables X22 consist of
interactions between quarter of birth and the state/year indicators; X22st = X21s Xlst
(t = 1, ..., 509). Note that the columns of X22 sum to X21. In addition, it turns out that
four of the state/year cells have no variation in quarter of birth, so that the rank of X
is 1014. We drop 5 columns of X22 so that the remaining columns give X of full rank.8
Our specification generalizes the models used by AK, who only interacted quarter of
birth with state or year dummies. This modification increases the effective number of
instrumental variables in the fixed-effects model from 180 to 505.
Table I contains the results for our subset of the AK data. The table also contains
the results for the same data, but with the actual quarter of birth replaced by randomly
generated indicators, with probability .5 on the first quarter and .5 on the fourth quarter. The (nominal) .95 confidence intervals for the LIML and REQML estimators are
obtained from the concentrated (profile) likelihood. We find lower and upper values
for y such that the concentrated log-likelihood function differs from its maximum value
by G-'(.95)/2, where G is the distribution function for a chi-square distribution with
one degree of freedom.9 The confidence interval for TSLS is formed from the point
estimate plus or minus 1.96 times the standard error given in (4). With the real data,
the LIML and REQML estimates of y are somewhat larger than the TSLS estimate.
8Inour applicationkl = 1 and p = 504.
9Using confidence intervalsbased on normalapproximationswith asymptoticstandarderrors
based on the second derivativeof the log likelihood function leads to very similarresults. The
confidenceintervalfor the AK data for the LIMLestimatoris in that case (.061, .128) instead of
the interval(.061, .129) based on the concentratedlog-likelihoodfunction.
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For comparisonwith TSLS, we can form standarderrors by dividingthe width of the
confidence interval by 2 1.96. This gives .022 for random effects and .017 for fixed
effects; these standarderrorsare considerablylargerthan the .008 for TSLS.
Consider the restricted REQML estimator when o-pand S are given. We present
REQML estimates given (o-3 = 103, S = X). (5 is based on the residuals from leastsquaresregressionof Y on X and is given below in (9).) Fixing o- at a largevalue gives
an estimate and confidence interval that closely match the estimate and confidence
intervalfor TSLS. Next, consider the REQML estimatorwhen A and S are given. We
present REQML estimates given (A = 10-6, L = L). Fixing A at a small value gives
an estimate and confidence interval that closely match the estimate and confidence
intervalfor LIML.
Finallyconsiderthe resultsfromusing the randomlygeneratedquarterof birthnumbers. The TSLS estimate is .059 with a standarderror of .009. The narrowconfidence
intervalfor TSLS, even though the instrumentalvariablesare independent of the endogenous variables,is the result found by BJB. The LIML confidence intervalis wider
but still misleading,since it excludespositive values for y. The random-effectsinterval
is essentiallythe whole line.10The restrictedREQML estimatorsagainmatch the point
estimate and confidence intervalfor TSLS and LIMLvery closely.
3.2. Risk Calculations
The results for the AK data suggest that the REQML estimates are more credible
than those for the other two estimatorsin this setting with large samples and many instrumentalvariables.To furtherinvestigatethis, we shall evaluate riskfunctions,under
the fixed-effectsmodel, for these estimators.We fix X at the values for the real data
used in TableI. Given a value for 0 = (y, /*, L), we generate J independent drawsfor
the sufficient statistics: Z(i) = ( S*(i),
S(/)), i = 1,..., J. The Monte Carlo approximation is R(0, d) = Ei= L(O, d(Z(i'))/J. We shall use bounded loss functions,based on
truncatedabsolute error and squarederror:
L1(0, a) = min{y - al, .2},

L2(6, a) = [min{ly - al, .2}]2.

We set S = =
S S/(n - j - k), where S is the matrixof sums of squares and cross
productsof the residualsfrom the least-squaresregressionof Y on X:
( )

_9(10.133
- t.678

.678k
.448J

We considerseveralvalues for (y, I, II,I Ii).11They are centered at REQML -estimates
using the AK data as in TableI. This gives y = .096, /T = 30.4, and I\1i\\//P = .831.
We also double these values and set them to 0. In order to clearly displaythe bias in
the TSLS estimate,when we double y we also change its sign.
'0Thenumerical
procedureusedto solvefortheloweranduppervaluesof y searchesoverthe
wasgreaterthanthe maximum
value
interval[-1000, 1000];buttheconcentrated
log-likelihood

minus G- (.95)/2 throughoutthis interval.
11Inthe workingpaper version, Chamberlainand Imbens (2001) show that the risk only de= f3j ti .
PII
pends on /32 through 11
2 /
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TABLE II
RISK CALCULATIONS AND COVERAGE RATES
Risk Based on
Absolute Error Loss

y

/1

-

Risk Based on
Squared Error Loss

Coverage Rate
Nominal 95% CI

A

REQML

LIML

TSLS

REQML

LIML

TSLS

REQML

LIML

TSLS

.61
.63
.79

.16
.00

.54

.096 P3
.000 13
-.192 /B

0-3

14.4

.017

.036

13.2

.018

.035

.024
.054

.021

3

.022

.049
.047

.025
.054

.95
.95

&f

5.5

.027

.038

.199

.035

.049

.199

.95

.096
.000
-.192

3T

0

oo
oo
oo

.025
.057
.200

.022
.023
.035

.026

0
0

.050
.049
.051

.067

37

.017
.018
.028

.067
.067

.057
.200

.95
.95
.95

.57
.73

.15
.00
.00

3.6
3.3
1.4

.015
.015
.022

.020
.020
.024

.020
.046
.178

.019
.019
.028

.025
.025
.030

.021
.047
.179

.95
.95
.95

.72
.74
.85

.23
.00
.00

14.4
13.2
5.5

.109
.108
.103

.101
.101
.105

.027
.063
.200

.131
.129
.123

.123
.122
.125

.028
.063
.200

.97
.96
.96

.42
.44
.60

.12
.00
.00

oc
0oo
0o

na
na
na

na
na
na

na
na
na

na
na
na

na
na
na

na
na
na

.98
.98
.95

.38
.38
.38

.09
.00
.00

.033
.033
.035

.032
.032
.035

.023
.053
.198

.044
.044
.046

.042
.042
.046

.024
.053
.198

.95
.95
.95

.64
.66
.81

.17
.00
.00

.096 B3 20/3
.000 /37 2&o
-.192 /3T 20/
.096 0 -/
.000 0
&3
-.192 0
&3
.096
.000
-.192

0

.096
.000
-.192

0
0
0

0
0
0

203 3.6
2&- 3.3
20-/3 1.4

.00

Note: Absolute Error Loss: R(f, d) with loss function L (0, a) = min ly - al, .2}. Squared Error Loss: /R(0, d)
with loss function L2(0, a) = [min{ly - al, .2}]2. /3 = 30.4, 3 = .831. We do not report the risk when the parameter
is not identified (the case with /3 = 0 and t/3II//
= 0), as in that case the relative ranking by risk is not meaningful.
11

The risk values for estimating y under absolute error loss, truncated at .2, are shown
in Table II. For a given value of 0 = (y, /3,)3, 2), the same J = 8,000 samples are
used to evaluate the risk of each of the three estimators. The risk for the REQML
estimator is generally less than the risk of the LIML estimator. The risk improvement
is substantial when 11I
/31 = 0; for example, a mean absolute error of .017 versus .050.
The TSLS risk becomes large as y moves away from the population least-squares value
of 0-12/0-11 = .067; when y = -.192, the TSLS risk is close to the truncation value of .2.
The square-root risk comparisons give similar results. Coverage rates correspond to
1 - R(0, d), with loss function L(0, a) equal to 0 if y E a and 1 otherwise, where a is an
interval on the line. The decision rule d(z) is an interval estimator. The three interval
estimators are the ones used in Table I. Table II gives the coverage rates, for the same
8,000 Monte Carlo samples, of the nominal .95 confidence intervals. The coverage rate
is the fraction of Monte Carlo samples for which the interval estimate contains the
population value of y. The coverage rates of the REQML intervals are always very
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close to the nominal value of .95, and never below .95. The TSLS intervalshave poor
coverage rates, as low as .00 in some designs.The LIML intervalshave better coverage
rates than the TSLSintervals,but the ratesfor the LIMLintervalscan stillbe below .40.
It is interestingto interpretthe differencebetween the LIMLand REQML coverage
rates in the light of the result in Section 2 that with no importantinstruments(kl = 0),
and with X known, the LIML estimator is identical to the REQML estimatorbut the
standarderror of the latter is higher by a factor of A+ 1. The designs with /3 = 0
correspond most closely to this case (although k1 = 1, this instrument is irrelevant
so its presence makes little difference). Consider the design with 13 = 0, y = 0.096,
- = 0.831,
implying that A = ( 2',-1ib
11:1-/p =
/)-1 = 14.4. Hence the standard
errorfor LIMLshouldbe smallerthan the REQML standarderrorby a factor of 0.255.
If the REQML standarderroris correct,and the distributionof LIMLis approximately
normal and centered at the truth, this should lead to a coverage rate for the LIML
(nominal95%) intervalsof 0(1.96 x 0.255) - 0(-1.96 x 0.255) = P(.50) - 0(-.50) =
0.38 (where P is the normal distributionfunction), close to the coverage rate of 0.42
we find. Takingthe design with /3 = 0, y = 0.096, 11P*I///p = 2&- = 1.662, we find
A = 3.6. Here the adjustmentto the standarderrorssuggests that the coverage rate of
the nominal95% LIMLconfidenceintervalsshouldbe 0.64, exactlywhatwe find in our
Monte Carlo study.12
4. CONCLUSION
We have developed a random-effectsestimatorfor instrumentalvariablesanalyses
with many instrumentalvariables.In addition to leading to a new estimator, this approach sheds light on the poor performanceof LIML and TSLS with many weak instruments. We show that in interesting cases LIML and TSLS can be approximated
by restrictedversions of our REQML estimator.When these restrictionsdo not hold,
LIML and TSLS confidence intervalsare likely to have under-coverage.In the Monte
Carlo analysis,we find that the coverage rates for the LIML intervalscan be as low
as .40, close to what is predicted by our theoretical calculations,whereas the coverage rates for the random-effectsintervalsare alwaysvery close to the nominal value
of .95. The risk for the REQML estimator is generallyless than the risk of the LIML
estimator,with the risk improvementsubstantialwhen the coefficientson the doubtful
instrumentalvariables are in fact all equal to zero. In agreement with the earlier literature, the TSLS estimator does very poorly in terms of maximumrisk and coverage
rates.An interpretationof this poor performanceis that TSLScorrespondsto REQML
with o- fixed at a large value.
We offer two recommendationsto researchersusing instrumentalvariablesmethods
in settingswith manypotentiallyweak instruments.First,in additionto consideringthe
concentrationparameterto assess the credibilityof TSLS as recommendedby BJB and
Staigerand Stock (1997), one should calculatethe A-statisticto assess the potentialbias
in the LIML standarderrors.Second, in case these calculationssuggest that TSLS and
12Clearlythis adjustmentdoes not work for extreme values of A. For example if o0-= 0, then
A = oo, and the adjustmentwould suggest zero coveragerates for the LIMLintervals.Similarly,
consistentwith the derivationof the adjustment,it is not as accuratein the case where the first
set of instrumentsis powerful. Nevertheless it shows the value of the theoretical calculations
involvingA in understandingthe finite sample behaviorof the variousestimators.
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LIML confidence intervals are likely to have poor coverage rates, the random-effects
estimator is a conceptually straightforward way of efficiently combining many weak
instrumental variables.
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